
Mark schemes

(a)     (i)      plutonium (239)

accept Pu / Thorium / MOX (mixed oxide)

do not accept uranium-238 or hydrogen
1

1

(ii)     (energy) used to heat water and
1

produce (high pressure) steam
1

the steam drives a turbine (which turns a generator)
1

(b)      Neutron(s) shown ‘hitting’ other U-235 nuclei

one uranium nucleus is sufficient
1

U-235 nuclei (splitting) producing 2 or more neutrons
1

(c)      any two from:

•         neutrons are absorbed (by boron / control rods)

•         there are fewer neutrons

•         chain reaction slows down / stops

accept fewer reactions occur
2

[8]

(a)    78
12

(b)     atomic
1

(c)     (i)      131

correct order only
1

54
1

(ii)     32 (days)

allow 1 mark for showing 4 half-lives provided no subsequent step
2

(iii)    limits amount of iodine-131 / radioactive iodine that can be absorbed

accept increases level of non-radioactive iodine in thyroid

do not accept cancels out iodine-131
1
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so reducing risk of cancer (of the thyroid)

accept stops risk of cancer (of the thyroid)
1

[8]

(a)    cosmic rays
13

radon gas
1

(b)     (i)      Radioactive decay is a random process
1

(ii)     19
1

(iii)    140

accept 159 – their (b)(i) correctly calculated
1

(iv)     gamma
1

the count stayed the same
1

or

gamma does not have a charge

accept gamma is an electromagnetic wave

(so) gamma is not deflected / affected by the magnetic field

accept magnet for magnetic field

do not accept is not attracted to the magnet

last two marks may be scored for an answer in terms of why it
cannot be alpha or beta

only answer simply in terms of general properties of gamma are
insufficient

1

(c)     lead absorbs (some of the) radiation

accept radiation cannot pass through (the lead)

or

less radiation emitted into the (storage) room
1

(d)     Should radioactive waste be dumped in the oceans
1

[10]

(a)     neutron discovered
14
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(b)      neutron

all 3 in correct order

electron

allow 1 mark for 1 correct

proton
2

[3]

(a)    forces (within the star) are balanced

if specific forces are mentioned they must be appropriate
1

5

(b)     (i)      bigger the mass (of the star) the shorter the ‘main sequence’ period

accept bigger the star the shorter the time
1

(ii)      any one from:

•        insufficient evidence

•        do not know (exact) amount of hydrogen in star

accept do not know (exact) mass of star

•        time too long (to measure directly)

•        may be other factors (not yet known) that determine length of
‘main sequence’ period

•        values are based on theory / calculation
1

(iii)     faster than
1

larger stars have a shorter ‘main sequence’ period so they must have the faster
(rate of) nuclear fusion

there must be a link between shorter ‘main sequence’ and nuclear
fusion, this may be implied from the first marking point

1

the end of ‘main sequence’ happens as the hydrogen in (the core of) a star is
used up
or
(since) they use up hydrogen at a faster (rate)

accept more massive stars (are brighter so) release energy faster
1
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(c)     Marks awarded for this answer will be determined by the Quality of
Written Communication (QWC) as well as the standard of the scientific response.
Examiners should also refer to the information in the Marking guidance, and apply a
‘best-fit’ approach to the marking.

0 marks
No relevant content.

Level 1 (1-2 marks)
There is a basic description of what happens to a star much larger than the Sun after
the ‘main sequence’ period.
OR
Two stages are correctly named and are in the correct sequence.

Level 2 (3-4 marks)
There is a clear description of what happens to a star much larger than the Sun after
the ‘main sequence’ period.
AND
At least two stages are correctly named and are in the correct sequence.

Level 3 (5-6 marks)
There is a detailed description of what happens to a star much larger than the Sun
after the ‘main sequence’ period.
AND
At least three stages are named, in the correct sequence. There are no additional
incorrect stages given.

Examples of the points made in the response:

extra information

•    (the core of the) star runs out of hydrogen

•    (the star) expands (to form)

•    (the star) cools (to form)

•    the core shrinks

•    helium starts to fuse to form other elements

•    a red supergiant

accept super red giant
do not accept red giant

•    (outer layers) explode

•    fusion of lighter elements to form heavier elements (up to iron)

•    as a supernova

•    elements heavier than iron are formed

accept heaviest elements are formed

•    core shrinks

•    becoming a neutron star
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•    if mass large enough (core collapses)

•    (to form) a black hole

if a correct description and sequence for a star the same size as the
Sun and much bigger than the Sun given without clearly indicating
which is which is limited to Level 2

6
[12]

(a)     (i)       any one from:

•        nuclear power (stations)

accept nuclear waste
accept coal power stations

•        nuclear weapons (testing)

accept nuclear bombs / fallout

•        nuclear accidents

accept named accident, eg Chernobyl or Fukushima

accept named medical procedure which involves a radioactive
source
accept radiotherapy
accept X-rays
accept specific industrial examples that involve a radioactive source

nuclear activity / radiation is insufficient

smoke detectors is insufficient
1

6

(ii)      (radioactive decay) is a random process

accept an answer in terms of background / radiation varies (from
one point in time to another)

1

(b)      any one from:

•         (maybe) other factors involved

accept a named ‘sensible’ factor, eg smoking

•         evidence may not be valid

accept not enough data

•         may not have (a complete) understanding of the process (involved)
1

(c)     (i)      2
1

2
1
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(ii)     218

correct order only
1

84
1

(d)     3.8 (days)

allow 1 mark for showing correct method using the graph provided
no subsequent steps

correct answers obtained using numbers other than 800 and 400
gain 2 marks provided the method is shown

2
[9]

(a)     (both graphs show an initial) increase in count rate

accept both show an increase
1

7

(b)      only the right kidney is working correctly
1

any two from:

if incorrect box chosen maximum of 1 mark can be awarded

reference to named kidney can be inferred from the tick box

•         count-rate / level / line for right kidney decreases (rapidly)

it decreases is insufficient

•        count-rate / level / line for left kidney does not change

it does not change is insufficient

•         radiation is being passed out into urine – if referring to right kidney

•         radiation is not being passed out – if referring to the left kidney

•         left kidney does not initially absorb as much technetium-99
2

[4]

(a)     protons, electrons

both required, either order
1

8

neutrons
1

electron, nucleus

both required, this order
1

(b)     2.7 (days)

allow 1 mark for showing correct use of the graph
2
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(c)      put source into water at one point on bank

accept the idea of testing different parts of the river bank at different
times

1

see if radiation is detected in polluted area

accept idea of tracing

or

put source into water at three points on bank (1)
see if radiation is detected downstream of factory or farmland or sewage treatment
works (1)

1
[7]

(a)     proton

all 3 in correct order

electron

allow 1 mark for 1 correct do not

neutron

accept letters p, e, n
2

9

(b)      9

reason only scores if 9 is chosen
1

number of neutrons and protons
1

[4]

(a)    1 mark for each correct line

 

if more than 1 line has been drawn from a box in List A then all
those lines are marked incorrect

3

10
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(b)     higher in village B
1

by 6 units

allow 1 mark for correctly obtaining a height difference of 180 (m) /
4 times higher – this refers to height not radiation levels

accept for 3 marks in village A it is 2 units (extra) and in village B it
is 8 units (extra) allow 1 mark for a correct radiation calculation
based on incorrect height readings

2
[6]

(a)     (i)      2.5
111

(ii)     The radiation dose from natural sources is much greater than from artificial
sources

1

(b)     (i)      any one from:

•        different concentrations in different rooms

•        to average out daily fluctuations

accept to find an average

accept to make the result (more) reliable / valid

do not accept to make more accurate on its own
1

(ii)     average level (much) higher (in C and D)

accept converse
1

some homes have very high level (in C and D)

accept maximum level in A and B is low
1

or

maximum level in some homes (in C and D) is very high

accept higher radiation levels (in C and D) for 1 mark
[5]
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any two pairs from:

to gain credit it must be clear which model is being described

do not accept simple descriptions of the diagram without
comparison

•         nuclear model mass is concentrated at the centre / nucleus (1)

accept the nuclear model has a nucleus / the plum pudding model
does not have a nucleus for 1 mark

plum pudding model mass is evenly distributed (1)

•         nuclear model positive charge occupies only a small part of the atom (1)

plum pudding model positive charge spread throughout the atom (1)

•        nuclear model electrons orbit some distance from the centre (1)

accept electrons in shells / orbits provided a valid comparison is
made with the plum pudding model

plum pudding electrons embedded in the (mass) of positive (charge) (1)

do not accept electrons at edge of plum pudding

•        nuclear model the atom mainly empty space (1)

plum pudding model is a ‘solid’ mass (1)
[4]

12

(a)     fusion

do not credit any response which looks like ‘fission’
1

of hydrogen / H (atoms)

credit only if 1st mark point scores
1

13

(b)      fusion of other / lighter atoms / elements

reference to big bang nullifies both marks
1

during supernova / explosion of star(s)
1

(c)     the (available) evidence: supports this idea
or
does not contradict this idea
or
can be extrapolated to this idea
or
(electromagnetic) spectrum from other stars is similar to sun

1
[5]
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        (a)      answers must be in terms of nuclear fuels

concentrated source of energy

idea of a small mass of fuel able to generate a lot of electricity
1

14

that is able to generate continuously

accept it is reliable

or can control / increase / decrease electricity generation

idea of available all of the time / not dependent on the weather

ignore reference to pollutant gases
1

the energy from (nuclear) fission
1

is used to heat water to steam to turn turbine linked to a generator
1

(b)     carbon dioxide is not released (into the atmosphere)
1

but is (caught and) stored (in huge natural containers)
1

[6]

 

          (a)     nucleus

do not accept core / centre / middle
1

15

(b)     radiation damages our cells

accept radiation is dangerous / poisonous / harmful / toxic

accept radiation can cause cancer / kills cells / change DNA / cause
mutations / harm health

accept so precautions can be taken

accept so they know they may be exposed to / harmed by radiation
it refers to radiation (source)

to stop people being harmed is insufficient
1

(c)     C
1

(d)     gamma
1
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gamma will pass through the lead

reason only scores if gamma chosen
or
alpha and beta will not pass through lead

accept correct symbols for alpha, beta and gamma
1

(e)     (i)      range of alpha too short

accept alpha would not reach detector
or
alpha absorbed whether box is full or empty

accept alpha (always) absorbed by box / card

accept alpha will not pass through the box / card

alphas cannot pass through objects / solids is insufficient

alpha not strong enough is insufficient
1

(ii)     M

reason only scores if M chosen
1

less radiation / beta (particles) absorbed

accept more radiation / beta particles pass through
or
more radiation absorbed by full boxes

accept reading is higher
1

[8]
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